AN OCCASIONAL TABLE
IN OAK

SIZE
LENGTH 22 in.
WIDTH 16 in.
HEIGHT 35 in.

FRETWORK.
For this design we supply a selected parcel of Oak, with a set of four
No. 521 Oak Twist Turned Legs, two
Wood Ornaments No. 714, and sufficient No. 58 Beading.
13 in. Rail Carriage Forward.
Canadian prices may be had from Hobbies Ltd., 844
Yonge St., Toronto.
Pyestone of wood and fittings subject to alteration in next season's Catalogue.

END RAIL
SIDE RAIL

Dummy End to fit in three mortises.

Detail showing how tops of Legs are cut to receive ends of Rails.

CENTRE LINE

Line of Top overlap on Frame

Beading No. 58

Top of Table.
End Rail of Frame.
Half only shown.

Cut two 1 in. thick and shape the edges to the section shown.

Line of Top overlap on Frame

Beading No. 58

Top of Table.
Side Rails of Frame.
Half only shown.

Cut two 1 in. thick and shape the edges to the section shown.

 Dummy Ends to Front and Back Rails.
 Cut one of each 3 in. thick.

195 in.

132 in. Overlay on Top Frame of Table. Cut one 1 in. thick.

\[
\text{Positioning of Units:
- 3 in. Quarter Round Beading No. 58,
- 2 Pieces 1 in. long, 2 pieces 1 in. long.
}
\]

Turned Buttons to 2 Required.

SIDE RAILS.
Cut two 1 in. thick.
Dotted lines show positions of legs.

FEET.
Cut two 1 in. thick.
Dotted lines show positions of legs.

The + \rightarrow indicates direction of grain of wood.

NOTE: The Hobbies Presentation Designs are not given away with back numbers of Hobbies. Additional copies may be had from Hobbies Ltd.
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